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AWAITING CHANUKAH MIRACLES

We organized our third annual “Awaiting Chanukah Miracles” mitzvah-
program, helping those in need in the Jewish community. This year we 
successfully delivered a record 98 packages to participating synagogues and 
the JDC-MAZS Foundation, the social department of  the Federation of  
Jewish Communities in Hungary (MAZSIHISZ). The program is more and 
more successful every year, and the entire Budapest Jewish community joins 
together to help the Lauder School help those in need.
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FIELDTRIP TO ISRAEL

Twenty students from our 10th grade Tavlinim class had the chance to visit Israel for ten days as part of  the 
Chail program. Ten days, ten stories, lots of  experiences.
Twenty students from our 10th grade Tavlinim class visited Israel for ten days as part of  the Chail program. As 
always, they were joined by students from the Scheiber school. As part of  the trip, we visited our sister-school, 
Sulam Tzor High School as well. Many photos and videos were made on the trip, which will become part of  a 
visual project created for next year’s 70th anniversary celebrations for the State of  Israel.

E-LEARNING COMMUNITY CHANUKAH

We held our Chanukah gathering for Jewish families living outside Budapest who are part of  our 
e-learning outreach project.

Our e-learning program makes it possible for rural and cross-border Jewish youth between the ages of  7-18 
to take part in the Judaism education of  the Lauder School. The curriculum provides a wide spectrum of  
knowledge related to Jewish culture and Hebrew, ranging from beginners to advanced. The program runs on a 
weekly basis online, at a time agreed upon by teachers and students. Twice a year we organize an offline meeting 
in person, where we invite the entire family of  the participating students.
The program was launched in autumn of  2015, and has entered its third year. The first of  the in-person 
meetings took place at the beginning of  December.
We hosted nearly 15 families here in Lauder, and had prepared many interesting activities to complement the 
online Judaism and Hebrew lessons. With Chanukah just around the corner, smaller children created Stars of  
David, necklaces or even Chanukiahs with artisan Eszter Losonczi. Calligrapher Sára Magyar was our guest as 
well, who introduced the students of  Hebrew to the art of  Hebrew calligraphy. Meanwhile, one of  our history 
teachers, András Zima held a presentation for the parents. The morning continued with a Krav Maga training, 
where both parents and children could learn some basic moves. 
After lunch we invaded the school’s student kitchen, where both children and parents could bake their gift cakes, 
and created their name in Hebrew letters from cookie dough. In closing of  the event, students received books as 
Chanukah gifts, while parents received a Chanukah candle set for the family. The afternoon ended with playing 
bowling together, which turned out to be the icing on the cake.
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THE NIGHT BEFORE CHANUKAH IN LAUDER

On 12th of  December, the night before Chanukah, our 3rd graders joined several 
American and Israeli classes online in singing songs in honor of  the upcoming 70th 
anniversary of  the State of  Israel.

WASTE-FREE PROJECT DAY IN THE ELEMENTARY

The first Friday of  December in the Lauder elementary was all about trash: used T-shirts, jeans and worn-out 
socks were strewn all over the place... well, was it really about trash?
How does a worn-out tee become base material for something else? What can you make from jeans with rips in 
them? And where do we put that sock with the hole in it?
Children received answers to these questions and many more that morning. They found out that not all trash is 
waste: many items that have served their primary purpose can become base material for something new in the 
right hands.
But how?
Through several games during the day, students practiced and expanded their knowledge of  recycling and got 
to know alternative, waste-free solutions that can, for example, replace their beloved disposable straws with a 
reusable, environmentally friendly one.
We received a visit from János Plank, the founder and engine of  the company Old Blue, who not only taught us 
about the origins of  new jeans, but also what will become of  the used jeans that end up in his company. 
The handcraft workshop where we used string made from recycled T-shirts was also very popular, and was 
led by Csilla Zalabai, the creator of  UPCY Ecodesign. Csilla has been dedicated to reusing and up-cycling for 
many years, and has created a wide range of  up-cycled products created from what others would consider trash, 
products that she also refers to as “up-valued”.
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THE FLODNI CREATIVE BRAIN-WORKOUT COMPETITION

12-12-12

The 12th day of  the 12th month, and this time for the 12th time, we organized our creative “brain-workout” 
competition for the 12 teams that were present. (Well, 11 teams plus the teachers, if  we’re honest...) 
Our celebrity guest for the game was mathematician, psychologist and renowned author László Mérő, who 
presented his new game named “Eightfold”, and the teams had a chance to solve three of  the 333 puzzles. This 
year’s game included (the now traditional) Flodni cake-baking, the Eightfold, language puzzles, the problem of  
four fours, a puzzle-Kahoot, Flodni division problems, chessboard-puzzles, story numbers and a spooky mobile 
problem.
As always, we all had a lot of  fun, including the math teachers who organized it.

The results of  the competition:

1st place: Abonyi Fanni, Huszár Mari, Jablko Rebeka, Kabella Balázs (Team “Ortokarbonsav”, 168 points)
2nd place: Málik Panna, Dán Anna, Propokovych Mia, Koltai Dóra (Team “Flowdnik”, 144 points)
3rd place: Powel Natasha, Odoemelam Emeka, Horányi Panni, Pogáts Ildi (Team “Halihó”, 138 points)
4th place: Boinitzer Bence, Csanádi Olivér, Zentai Dániel (Team “Maverick”, 135 points)
5th place: Décsi Anna, Bognár Sára, Fehér Emma, Szentiványi Eszter (Team “Subductisupercilicaptor”, 134 
points)
6th place: Benke Luca, Orbán Panna (Team “Tamás tubicái”, 125 points)
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BUDAPEST YOUTH CHESS CHAMPIONSHIPS

The Budapest Youth Chess Team Championships was held on 9th of  
December. As we may have come to expect by now, even though the youth 
championship is the recruitment ground for the junior divisions of  sports 
clubs, the Lauder school regularly takes part in them with several teams and 
comes away with the gold prize for competition between schools. This year 
was the first time that in the overall categories we also played for the top 
three positions among the 40 teams. We ended up nabbing bronze, leaving 
several well-known club primary teams behind us. This of  course meant that 
our primary team won the school’s gold prize again, and our secondary team 

could also stand on the third step of  the podium in this category. 
Budapest youth team championships amateur class, autumn:
Overall 3rd, school category 1st: 
Lauder I. (Kánai Bende, Biró Dániel, Koltai Anna, Radó Péter, Kárpáti Sára, Bognár Léna)
School category 3rd:
Lauder II. (Csikós Csaba, Csikós Gabriella, Balogh Flóra, Bognár Sára, Bognár Kristóf)

SZABOLCS LAZA’S HISTORIC VICTORY

Our final year student, Szabolcs Laza first donned the colors of  the MTK 
sports club three weeks ago in the premier division, and this Sunday he 
already won his first victory. His victim was none other than Anita Gara, 
international chess master, multiple Hungarian champion and Olympic 
player!

HEBREW LANGUAGE COMPETITION

We held our annual Hebrew language competition on the 20th of  
December. A record number of  66 students were up to the challenge 
this year. Those with Hebrew as a first language had their own separate 
competition.
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DEBUT OF SHABBAT SONGS CD

On Friday, December 1st, we held a special Shabbat welcoming, inviting our 
fifth graders and those students who took part in one of  the highlighted 
projects of  last year, the creation of  the Shabbat Songs CD. A group of  
Lauder students had worked together with Eszter Bíró and her musical 
partners, recording eight Shabbat songs in the school’s studio. Two of  
them were performed live at the gathering. After singing together, we lit 
the Shabbat candles and opened the fair. As always, this year, too, saw a 

wonderful selection of  items for our eager visitors.
http://laudersirim.strikingly.com/

BEYOND THE BEDSHEET (A LEPEDŐN TÚL)

Book premier about Judaism, written with the active help of  our 
students! 
The book deals with the unabashedly honest questions of  
adolescents, giving “Lauder-Jewish” answers, demonstrating that 
the writers understand and connect to this age group. The questions 

were partially submitted by Lauder students, the book’s preparation was helped by Lauder 
colleagues, the illustrations are 100% Lauder originals, and the answers themselves were given by 
Linda Lantai, Tamás Verő and Gábor Balázs.
More than a hundred questions and answers are contained therein, spanning religion and origin, 
pluralism, love, identity, faith, tradition, laws, anti-Semitism and Israel. The writers give well-
rounded, smart answers, through the lens of  a culture that is open to the world, and last but not 
least, has our special sense of  self-irony. 
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UCCU

The NYIT Language Year took part in the sensitizing workshop of  UCCU, 
the Roma Informal Educational Foundation
The two-hour workshop included many interactive games that helped 
students learn and think about Roma culture, their own prejudices and the 
general stereotypes surrounding Roma people.
We imagined ourselves in Roma people’s shoes, and tried to get to know their 
problems and the prejudice they face in society at large from their point of  
view.

HELPING THE HOMELESS WITH TOWELS

The Yam Kinneret mentor group of  our 9th graders collected a huge amount of  towels for the homeless people 
of  the capital.
The Shelter Foundation was very happy to receive the huge amount of  towels delivered to the Kürt street 
warmth shelter and the homeless of  Budapest who themselves told us that towels are a treasure and there is 
never enough of  them.
It was a wonderful feeling to hand over the packages, and shocking to hear the stories of  the homeless.


